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Abstract: Construction claims are considered by many project participants to be one of the most disruptive and unpleasant e
project. Construction claims occur for various reasons. There is a need to understand the dynamic nature between construction
opportunistic bidding. An analytical model, the Claims Decision Model~CDM!, based on ‘‘game theory,’’ was developed to st
opportunistic bidding and construction claims. This model explains~1! how people behave during a potential or existing claim
situation, ~2! how different claiming situations are related to opportunistic bidding behavior, and~3! what situations encourage
discourage opportunistic behavior. The results of this pilot study indicate that the equilibrium solution of a construction cla
negotiate and settle, which concurs with most of the claim cases in the industry. The possible range of a negotiation settlement
in this paper. The model provides the rationale for recent innovations to manage disputes. The model can also help project own
the possibility of opportunistic bidding, and can assist the project participants in analyzing construction claims.
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Introduction

It is a commonly recognized fact that the number of construc
claims and disputes has been increasing and has become a
to construction industry, particularly during the economic sl
down ~Rubin et al. 1983; Adrian 1993; Jergeas and Hart
1994; Kangari 1994; Levin 1998. Kangari~1994! argued the fol
lowing: ‘‘ The sluggish global economy has created an env
ment in which construction firms are forced to bid projects a
below minimum profit level. ...it is not surprising that the nu
ber of disputes within the construction industry continues to
crease.’’ Levin ~1998! further suggested that claims have beco
an integral part of the building process. Especially in a com
tive bidding scheme and public funded projects, it is not unu
for contractors to bid low on a project and hope to recover
loss through negotiations or claims. Zack Jr.~1993! calls this
phenomenon ‘‘bid your claims,’’ or as we call it in this pap
‘‘opportunistic bidding.’’ Opportunistic bidding is more comm
during a slow-moving economy or recession. In general, op
tunistic bidding may include a contractor’s intentional ignora
of possible risks involved that may significantly increase cos
decrease profitability, such as the use of the most optimistic
estimation for the bid price.

Although Ioannou and Leu~1993! and Kangari~1994! sugges
that the number of claims and disputes is related to opportu
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bidding, we do not suggest that most claims happen becau
opportunistic bidding. In this paper we will focus on how opp
tunistic behavior is related to claims, and how to analyze a p
tial or existing claiming situation. An analytical model for anal
ing opportunistic bidding and construction claims will
presented in this paper. The objective of developing the mod
to help owners and contractors understand the underlying
nomic mechanism of a claim so that they can develop effe
project procurement strategies and claim administration prog
or policies.

This paper begins with a short discussion of existing rese
on opportunistic bidding and construction claims. Next is a b
introduction of game theory, the underlying principle of
model. Then we will present an analytical framework base
game theory for analyzing the claims and opportunistic bidd
Following is an illustrative example to demonstrate how the
lytical framework can be applied in practice to forecast pote
claims and opportunistic bidding and to prescribe helpful proc
ment strategies. Then we will formally state and prove the pr
sitions and corollaries resulting from the analysis, and deriv
decision rules and strategies for owners and contractors.

Existing Research

A claim can be defined as aright given to the party who deserv
a request for compensation for damages incurred by the
party ~Simon 1979!. A construction claim can be defined asa
request by a construction contractor for compensation over
above the agreed-upon contract amount for additional wor
damages supposedly resulting from events that were not inc
in the initial contract’’ ~Adrian 1993!. However, the existence
a right is very subjective because of the complexity of the
struction contract and process. Furthermore, the amount of m
involved in a construction project is usually so large that a s
discrepancy in the contract interpretation will cause signifi

impact on the project profit. Thus, Adrian~1993! and Levin
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tion
~1998! argue that the increased complexity and scale of the b
ing process is one of the major reasons for increasing the nu
of claims.

A survey study by Semple et al.~1994! concludes that th
most common causes of claims are ‘‘increase in scopes,’’ ‘‘
weather,’’ ‘‘restricted access,’’ and ‘‘acceleration.’’ Adrian~1993!
summarizes other major reasons, such as the relatively low
itability of the construction industry, and the changing of
project delivery systems. Jergeas and Hartman~1994! list some
other well known reasons that claims may arise, such as
equate bid information, faulty or late owner-supplied equipm
and material, inferior quality of drawings or specifications,
stop-and-go operations. Kumaraswamy and Yogeswaran~1998!
conclude, based on 91 projects, that the most crucial sourc
claims include unclear or inadequate documentation, late ins
tions, variations initiated by the employer/engineer, measure
related issues, inclement weather, and time extension asses

However, Semple et al.~1994! point out that the fundament
causes and real costs associated with claims and disputes a
well understood. Thus, there is a need to further investigat
following fundamental issues: when opportunistic bidding
occur, what is the relationship between opportunistic bidding
construction claims, and how to quantitatively evaluate the cl
due to opportunistic bidding. In this pilot study, an analyt
economic model was developed based on game theory to pr
a practical tool to analyze opportunistic bidding and construc
claims and provide an alternative research methodology. Th
lowing sections outline the basic concept of game theory
explain the details of the model.

Game Theory

Game theory can be defined as ‘‘the study of mathematical
els of conflict and cooperation between intelligent ratio
decision-makers’’~Myerson 1991!. Therefore, it is critical tha
readers avoid making any negative ethical implications on ‘‘p
ing games.’’ Among economic theories, game theory has
successfully applied to many important issues, such as ne
tions, finance, and imperfect markets. In construction, con
among builders and owners are very common, particularly
bidding or claiming situation, and game theory can be use
analyze the situation systematically. The following sections
scribe the basic concepts of game theory that are closely rela
opportunistic bidding and construction claims.

Types of Games

There are two basic types of games, static games and dy
games, in terms of the timing of decision making. In a s
game, the players act simultaneously. Note that ‘‘simultaneou
here means that each player makes decisions without knowin
decisions made by others. On the contrary, in a dynamic g
the players act sequentially. Due to the nature of bidding
claim, the dynamic game will be used to model and ana
claims and opportunistic bidding.

Players in a dynamic game movesequentiallyinstead of si
multaneously. It is more intuitive to represent a dynamic gam
a treelike structure, also called the ‘‘extensive form’’ represe
tion. We will use the followingMarket Entryexample to demon
strate the concepts of a game analysis. A new firm, New
wants to enter a market to compete with a monopoly firm,

Inc. The monopoly firm does not want the new firm to enter the

JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER
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market because the new entry will reduce the old firm’s pro
Therefore, Old Inc. threatens New Inc. with a price war if N
Inc. enters the market.

Fig. 1 shows the extensive form of the market entry gam
the payoff matrix shown in Fig. 1 is known to all players,
payoff matrix is a ‘‘common knowledge’’ to all players and t
game is called a game of ‘‘complete information.’’ Conversel
each player’s possible payoff is privately known by that pla
only, the game is called a game with incomplete or asymm
information. The game tree shows~1! first, New Inc. chooses
enter the market or not, and then Old Inc. chooses to start a
war or not, and~2! the payoff of each decision combination. N
that the players of a game are assumed to be rational. This
of the most important assumptions in most economic theorie
other words, it is assumed that the players will always tr
maximize their payoffs. Also, for clarity and convenience
shall assume that the players are risk neutral; that is, the pla
utility function is: u(x)5x, where x is the player’s monetar
payoff. In general, the utility function can be modified accord
to the player’s risk attitude~Clemen 1991!.

Game Solution: Subgame-Perfect Nash Equilibrium

In order to answer what each prisoner will play/behave in
game, we shall introduce the concept of ‘‘Nash equilibrium,’’ one
of the most important concepts in game theory. The Nash
librium is a set of actions that will be chosen by each playe
other words, in a Nash equilibrium, each player’s strategy sh
be the best response to the other player’s strategy, and no
wants to deviate from the equilibrium solution. Thus, the equ
rium or solution is ‘‘strategically stable’’ or ‘‘self-enforcing
~Gibbons 1992!.

A conjecture of the solution of the Market Entry game is
New Inc. will ‘‘stay out’’ because Old Inc. threatens to ‘‘star
price war’’ if New Inc. plays ‘‘enter.’’ However, Fig. 1 shows th
the threat to start a price war isnot crediblebecause Old Inc. ca
only be worse off by starting a price war if New Inc. does en
On the other hand, New Inc. knows the incredibility of the thr
and therefore will maximize the payoff by playing ‘‘enter.’’ As
result, the Subgame-Perfect Nash equilibrium of the market
game is~enter, no price war! a strategically stable solution th
does not rely on the player to carry out an incredible threat.
game in Fig. 1 is called a ‘‘dynamic game of complete infor
tion.’’ A dynamic game can be solved by maximizing each p
er’s payoff backward recursivelyalong the game tree~Gibbons
1992!. We shall apply this technique in solving the construc

Fig. 1. Market entry and price war
bidding and claiming game.
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Claims Decision Model for Analyzing
Opportunistic Bidding and Claims

Based on game theories and authors’ own experiences, we
oped a model for analyzing opportunistic bidding and cons
tion claims. This analytical model, named the Claims Deci
Model ~CDM!, starts by using a game tree to express the claim
and potential opportunistic bidding behavior in construction.
important underlying assumptions will be explicitly pointed o
In Case I the solution of the bidding and claiming game wil
obtained by assuming that there is no counteroffer in a c
negotiation. In Case II the ‘‘no counteroffer’’ assumption is
laxed and the equilibrium solution is further refined. In Case
the game and its solution are generalized.

Assumptions and the Extensive Form of the Claiming
and Bidding Game

The framework for analyzing opportunistic bidding and claim
in a dynamic game expressed in an extensive form as sho
Fig. 2, where B is the builder and O is the owner. First, we s
consider the builder’s actions: suppose that in order to o
other competitors in a very competitive situation, the builder
portunistically cuts down a portion of the minimum profit byl
and wins the contract. In this case, the owner will obtain the
cutting benefit $l if there is no claim. Therefore, if the build
does not claim, then the payoffs for the builder and the owner
be $(2 l ,l ), respectively.

Second, we have the owner’s actions: if the builder claims
the amount is $p, it will come to the owner’s decision. Note th
here we ignore the time value of money for the time period o
claiming and litigation process. After a claim is filed, the ow
has two choices: the owner will either ‘‘negotiate’’ with t
builder and prepare to offer $gp, whereg is a ratio between 0 an
1, or ‘‘not negotiate’’ at all and reject the claims.

Third, we have the builder’s actions: according to Fig. 2, if
owner’s decision is not negotiate, the builder has to decid
‘‘sue’’ or ‘‘not sue.’’ If the owner decides negotiate, the builde
question is to ‘‘accept’’ or ‘‘not accept.’’ Consider the case t
the builder decides to sue, the tree specifies that he will win
probabilityq and get compensation $p from the owner. The tota
payoff if the builder wins the lawsuit would bep2c2 l , wherec
is defined as the builder’s litigation opportunity cost. Opportu

Fig. 2. General game
cost is defined as ‘‘the lost benefit that the best alternative course
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of action could provide’’ ~Maher 1997!. Note that by this defin
tion, the alternative other than sue should be not sue. Not su
cost the builder $0, but sue will not only incur the attorney
court fees but also cause possible interruptions and spoil th
lationship with the owner, hence reducing the builder’s oppo
nity to work for the owner again in other future projects. Th
fore the litigation opportunity costc should include the explic
cost, such as attorney fees and the expenses of preparin
lawsuit, and the implicit cost of possible interruptions and
damage of his credit worthiness. On the other hand, the
payoff for the owner if the builder wins would be2p2d1 l ,
whered is the owner’s litigation opportunity cost. Note thatd also
includes the owner’s explicit and implicit cost as the resu
litigation.

Let us now turn to the builder’s actions if the owner decide
negotiate. If the owner offers $gp to settle, then the builder w
have to decide to accept or not accept. If the negotiation
everything is the same as if there were no negotiation in the
place. However, although the payoff has a tie between neg
and not negotiate, a rational decision maker should choos
negotiate, since negotiation will take extra efforts. Note tha
tree in Fig. 2 implies an assumption that the negotiation
one-time negotiation; that is, there is no counteroffer from
builder. This assumption will be relaxed later in this pape
allow the counteroffer for a more general analysis. The equ
rium solutions can be solved backward recursively through
aid of the extensive form tree. The conditions for the builde
claim or not will also be obtained.

Case I. No Counteroffer: g Is Fixed

The analysis starts from the simplest case when there is no
teroffer. The negotiation offer ratio,g, as shown in Fig. 2 is give
in advance before the negotiation takes place and is assume
fixed and known by both parties. However, readers should ke
mind thatg will become flexible later in Case II because of
counteroffer. We will solve the game backward recursi
through the following steps.

~1! Solution I: Builder ‘‘claim’’→Owner ‘‘not negotiate’
→Builder ‘‘sue.’’

1. Solving from the back, the expected payoff from the law
could be calculated by Eq.~1! under the risk-neutral assum

of opportunistic bidding
tree
tion. The tree shown in Fig. 3~a! can be obtained,

ASCE / JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2004
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„q~p2c2 l !1~12q!~2c2 l !, q~2p2d1 l !1~12q!

3~2d1 l !…5~qp2c2 l , 2qp2d1 l ! (1)
2. The builder will sue if the payoff from the lawsuit is grea

than or equal to the payoff from not sue. The condition
the builder to sue would beqp>c as shown in the followin
equation and the game tree in Fig. 3~a! can be obtained:

qp2c2l>2l⇒qp>c (2)
Given that the builder’s optimal choice is to sue under
conditionqp>c, the solution of the subgame of sue or
sue shown in Fig. 3~a! can be given by Eq.~1!. The game
tree in Fig. 3~b! can be obtained.

3. Observing the subgame of not accept or accept in Fig.~b!,
the builder will not accept the negotiation offer if the follo
ing equation is met, and this subgame will be replaced b
payoffs matrix of not accept as shown in Fig. 3~c!:

qp2c2l>gp2l⇒qp2c>gp (3)

Fig. 3. ~a! Game solved backward—~1!; ~b! game solve
backward—~2!; ~c! game solved backward—3;~d! game solve
backward—~4!
The intuition of condition~3! is that if the expected litigation

JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER
payoff, qp2c, is greater than the payoff from the nego
tion offer, gp, the builder will reject the owner’s offer.

4. As shown in Fig. 3~c!, the owner has the same payoff for
negotiate and negotiate. However, as discussed abov
owner should decide not negotiate, because the not neg
decision does not incur negotiation cost, which is suppre
in the game tree. Therefore, this subgame will be replace
the payoffs of not negotiate as shown in Fig. 3~d!.

5. As shown in Fig. 3~d!, the builder will claim if qp2c2 l
>2 l , that is,qp>c. Note thatqp>c will be satisfied given
Eq. ~3!. Therefore, under the conditions thatqp2c>gp, the
equilibrium path is as follows: Builder ‘‘claim $p’’
→Owner ‘‘not negotiate’’~because he knows that the buil
will ‘‘not accept’’ his offer)→Builder ‘‘sue.’’ The equilib-
rium of each subgame and the equilibrium path for the g
are shown in Fig. 4. Here the equilibrium path means
path through the game tree followed in equilibrium and
path should be unique in each game tree.

~2! Solution II: Builder ‘‘claim’’→Owner ‘‘negotiate’
→Builder ‘‘accept.’’ By the same token, we may solve the ga
and obtain the solution shown in Fig. 5. The following equa
shows the conditions for solution II:

qp2c<gp<qp1d (4)

The intuition in condition~4! is that if the negotiation offer,gp, is
greater than the builder’s litigation payoff,qp2c, and less tha
the owner’s litigation loss,qp1d, the owner and builder wou
choose to negotiate.

~3! Solution III: Builder ‘‘claim’’ →Owner ‘‘not negotiate’
→Builder ‘‘sue.’’ Similarly, we can find the third solution show
in Fig. 6 and solve for the equilibrium conditions expressed

Fig. 4. Solution I ~Case I!

Fig. 5. Solution II ~Case I!
ING AND MANAGEMENT © ASCE / JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2004 / 97
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qp2c>0

qp2c<gp (5)

qp1d<gp

~4! Solution IV: Builder will ‘‘not claim.’’ The last solution
shown in Fig. 7 is that the builder will not claim. The equilibriu
conditions are expressed in

qp,c (6)

The intuition is that the builder will not claim when the chance
winning the lawsuit is low and/or the litigation’s opportunity c
is relatively high.

Case II. Counteroffer is Allowed: g is Flexible

A counteroffer is allowed in this section so that the negotia
offer ratio, g, is changeable in the process of negotiation,
most cases in the real world. We will show that when the c
teroffer is allowed, solutions I and III in case I will converge
solution II.

~1! Solution I to solution II. Compare the two solutions sho
in Figs. 4 and 5. The total payoff for the builder and owne
(qp2c2 l ,2qp2d1 l ) in solution I, and is (gp2 l ,2gp1 l ) in
solution II. Note that if the payoff of the negotiate and accept
in solution II, (gp2 l ,2gp1 l ), is greater than the payoff in s
lution I, (ql2c2 l ,2qp2d1 l ), i.e., (gp2 l ,2gp1 l )>(qp
2c2 l ,2qp2d1 l ), thenboth partieswill want to switch from
not negotiate to negotiate and accept. To achieve (gp2 l ,2gp
1 l )>(ql2c2 l ,2qp2d1 l ), for the builder, the following con
dition has to be satisfied:

gp2 l>qp2 l 2c⇒gp>qp2c (7)

and for the owner, the following condition has to be satisfied

Fig. 6. Solution III ~Case I!

Fig. 7. Solution IV ~Case I!
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2gp1 l<2qp2c1 l⇒gp<qp1d (8)

Conditions~7! and ~8! can be combined and become

qp2c<gp<qp1d (9)

Note that for allq, c, d, p>0 it must be true thatqp2c<qp
1d. Thus there must be a negotiation offer ratio,g, such tha
condition ~9! is satisfied. As a result, to negotiate and acce
always a better alternative than solution I since both parties
always determine a ratio ‘‘g’’ through the negotiation process
meet condition~9!. Also in the negotiation, no one can be be
off without someone being made worse off; that is, it has rea
the so-called ‘‘Pareto-efficiency’’~Binmore 1992!.

~2! Solution III to solution II. Similarly, solution III will also
converge to solution II since both parties can seek to ac
Pareto optimal by changingg to satisfy condition~9!.

~3! Equilibrium solution: the Nash equilibrium. As argued
case I, the builder will always want to claim given thatqp>c.
Once the builder decides to ‘‘claim,’’ the only plausible and st
solution will be solution II, to negotiate and accept. This solu
is this game’s Nash equilibrium. Two important results are
tained:
1. The relationship amongq, c, andp determines whether th

builder will claim or not. The builder will claim if and on
if qp>c.

2. The relationship amongq, c, d, and p determines a set
possible negotiation offer ratios. The final negotiation o
ratio will have to satisfy condition~9!, i.e.,

gP$x:qp2c<xp<qp1d%

Case III. pÄa C and q Äq „a…: General Case

From case I, the builder’s payoff from litigation isqp2c2 l .
However, suppose thatp has no upper limit and can be any la
amount, one may find that the builder’s payoffqp2c2 l can also
be infinitely large and the builder will always want to ‘‘sue’’ to g
this payoff. Obviously, the conjecture thatqp2c2 l can be infi-
nitely large is not reasonable. Careful readers may have f
that when we say ‘‘qp2c2 l can also be infinitely large,’’q is
being incorrectly assumed to be fixed asp grows, and this erro
makesqp get unreasonably large. This problem leads us to a
general and realistic analysis of the bidding/claiming game.

~1! Probability of winning the lawsuit. LetC be the cost of
construction project. Define theclaim ratio, a, as the claim
amount divided by the project cost; that is,a5p/C. It can be
rewritten as

p~a!5aC, 0<a<1 ~most cases!, or a.1 ~seldom!
(10)

Let q be the probability of winning as defined previously exc
that now q depends on the builder’s claim amount,p, or more
precisely, the builder’s ‘‘claim ratio,’’a. It is straightforward an
reasonable to assume that for the same claim case, the prob
of winning a lawsuit is negatively related to the claim ratio.
example, for the same claim, the probability of winning a law
q, with claim ratioa50.1 must be much higher than the proba
ity with claim ratio a50.5. In other words, one cannot raise
claim amount dramatically without lowering his probability
winning significantly. Mathematically, the winning probability
a specific lawsuit can be expressed as adecreasing~not strictly!
or nonincreasing function of the claim ratio; that is,q(a1)
<q(a2) for any claim ratiosa1>a2 . An example ofq(a) can be

depicted as shown in Fig. 8. This illustrativeq(a) will be used as

ASCE / JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2004
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a base case for our further analyses. In fact,q(a) will be depend
ing on the unique situations in different cases. It can be sh
that we do not need to know the exact form ofq(a) as long as th
existence of the maximum of an expected lawsuit pa
q(a* )p(a* ), is guaranteed, wherea* denotes the ‘‘optimal claim
ratio.’’ The uniqueness of the maximum is not required either.
attorneys are considered experts that can identifya* in each spe
cific case.

It is very important not to confuseq(a) depicted in Fig. 8 with
probability density functions. A probability density functi
specifies the probabilities of the random outcomes of an eve
is a function of a random variable, e.g., a variable represent
or lose. Nevertheless,q(a) in Fig. 8 is a function of a decisio
variable,a, instead of a random variable. Therefore,q(a) is by no
means a probability density function, and*q(a) will not be equa
to 1. Furthermore,q(a) should depend on the project’s/contra
characteristics, industrial conventions and legal systems. In
model, we assume thatq(a) is known by legal experts, and th
the attorneys hired by both players are equally good.

~2! Expected compensation ratio. Note thatqp is the builder’s
expected compensationfrom the owner. As a result,qp is the
builder’s positive payoff but the owner’s negative cost in a l
suit. According to the formulation above,qp can be rewritten a

qp5q~a!p~a!5aq~a!C (11)

Therefore we may define theexpected compensation ratio fro
lawsuit, given a, as the ratio ofqp to C. That is,

qp/C5aq~a! (12)

Following our base case in Fig. 8, Fig. 9 shows the laws
expected compensation ratio,a q(a), with respect toa.

Also note thatq(a) is bounded between 0 and 1, whereas
reasonable to assume that the upper bound of the claim ratioa, is

Fig. 8. Builder’s probability of winning with respect to differenta

Fig. 9. Expected compens
JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER
a small positive number, e.g., 10. Thus we can show that th
$x:x5a q(a)% is bounded. In a bounded set, the existence o
maximumof the set is guaranteed. Therefore, the existence o
maximal expected compensation ratio in the lawsuit for any
struction project is guaranteed. The maximum will be denote
a* q(a* ). The attorney is assumed to be the expert on dec
the optimal claim ratio given a specific case. Takingq(a) in Fig.
8 as an example, the optimal claim ratio is around 0.3 as sho
Fig. 9 and its maximal expected compensation ratio woul
around 0.18. A rational builder will always claim at his optim
claim ratio in order to maximize his total payoff from laws
q(a* )p(a* )2c2 l .

~3! Generalized Nash equilibrium. Again, our discussion
cuses on the equilibrium that the builder decides to ‘‘claim’’ s
there is not much to say about ‘‘not claim.’’ Back to the equi
rium derived in case II, the negotiation offer has to satisfy co
tion ~9!, i.e., qp2c<gp<qp1d. Multiply the whole equatio
by 1/C; it becomes

qp/C2c/C<gp/C<qp/C1d/C (13)

Eq. ~13! can be simplified as

~qp2c!/C<gp/C<~qp1d!/C (14)

When a rational claimant claims at optimal claim ratio, Eq.~14!
will become

@q~a* !p~a* !2c#/C<gp~a* !/C<@q~a* !p~a* !1d#/C
(15)

Now the only variable left to be decided by both players in
~15! is the negotiation offer ratio,g. Since it is always true th
@q(a* )p(a* )2c#/C<@q(a* )p(a* )1d#/C, there must exist
set ofg’s that will satisfy Eq.~15! for the generalized Nash eq
librium. Examples expressed by graphics are given below
lustrate the dynamics of the equilibrium.

The equilibrium solution in Fig. 10 shows the Pareto opti
and the Nash equilibrium condition, i.e., Eq.~15!, @q(a* )p(a* )
2c#/C<g p(a* )/C<@q(a* )p(a* )1d#/C. Both parties wil
benefit from the negotiate and accept solution by choosingg
such thatgp(a* )/C would lie in the shaded area shown in F
10. The shaded area is defined herein as anegotiation offer ratio
zone. Compared to the payoff from ‘‘sue,’’ both players will ha
higher payoffs.

Illustrative Example

We shall use an example to illustrate the analysis of the claim
opportunistic bidding game discussed above.

ratio with respect to differenta
ation
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University Library versus Gamble Construction
Company

Suppose a university is building a new library. The univer
decides to award the contract based on the competitive bid
Suppose the engineer’s estimate is between $19 million an
million, and five contractors’ bids range from $17 million to $
million. Gamble Construction’s bid is $17 million, whereas
second lowest bid by Honest Construction is $19 million.
university suspects that Gamble Construction has opportu
cally cut his bid price by $3 million to win the project. Howev
there is not enough evidence to prove this conjecture, so the
versity needs to award the project to Gamble Construction.

After one and half year of construction, there have been
eral major claims filed by Gamble Construction and these cl
amount to $4 million. Most of these claims are attributed to
inadequate bid information/inferior quality of specificatio
working in congested areas, and change of site conditions. If
parties do not reach an agreement regarding the claims in th
two months, a litigation will take place. The estimated litiga
opportunity cost for the university is $1.5 million. On the ot
hand, suppose Gamble Construction has many claim and
tion experiences so that Gamble’s litigation opportunity co
only $0.5 million. Suppose that it is not difficult for an expe
enced construction claims attorney to assess the chance of s
in the litigation with respect to various claims amount as dep

Fig. 10. Equilibrium a

Table 1. Chances of Success in Litigation with Respect to Var
Claims Amount

Claim ratio
~a!

Claim amount
(p5aC)

Chance of
success

~q!

Expected claim
compensation

~qp!

5% 1 million dollars 99% 0.99 million dollars
10% 2 million dollars 93% 1.86 million dollars
15% 3 million dollars 87% 2.61 million dollars
20%a 4a million dollars 80% 3.20a million dollars
25% 5 million dollars 63% 3.15 million dollars
30% 6 million dollars 45% 2.70 million dollars
a
Denotes the optimal claim ratio/amount and its expected compensation.
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s

in Table 1. Note that in Table 1 the construction cost,C, is Gam-
ble’s true cost, $20 million, as mentioned earlier.

Questions
1. What are the possible negotiation offers which are ac

able to both parties?
2. Given that Gamble Construction is an opportunistic bid

how much would Gamble consider to cut from origi
costs?

3. What could have been done to discourage opportunistic
ding?

Analysis
1. What are the possible negotiation offers that are accep

to both parties? First, Gamble carefully reviewed all the
documents, discussed with its claims attorney, and conc
an assessment as shown in Table 1. Gamble also esti
both parties’ litigation opportunity costs,c5$0.5 million
andd5$1.5 million. According to Table 1, Gamble’s att
ney then suggests that Gamble’s optimal claim ratio in
future is 20% of the true costs, $4 million, and the expe
compensation from the university isq* p* , which equal
$3.20 million. Therefore, the expected payoffs from liti
tion for Gamble and the university areq* p* 2c
5$2.7 million gain andq* p* 1d5$4.7 million loss, re
spectively. In this case, any offer that is greater than
million is acceptable to the builder. And the owner will of
no more than $4.7 million. In other words, the possible
gotiation offers will fall within the range of $2.7 million an
$4.7 million. The most possible negotiation settlement
will be reached depends on other factors such as thei
attitude or patience of the parties involved.

2. Given that Gamble Construction is an opportunistic bid
how much would Gamble consider to cut from the orig
price? Since the possible negotiation offers are in the r
of $2.7 million and $4.7 million, Gamble Construction c
consider to cut in the range of $2.7 million and $4.7 mil
without sacrificing its minimum profit after the claims. O
analysis shows that it is possible that Gamble Constru

negotiation offer zone
nd its
did cut $3 million to win the project.
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3. What could have been done to discourage opportunistic
ding? If the university can deny certain contractors base
bidders’ past performances, an opportunistic bidder will
fer the denial in the future bidding invitation/awarding. S
punishment increases Gamble Construction’s litigation
portunity costs. For example, if the potential loss from los
future business with the university is $1 million, Gamb
litigation opportunity costs will become $1.5 million, that
c5$1.5 million.

Plus, the university can also build an effective claims adm
istration program to lower its litigation opportunity costs, say
$0.5 million, i.e., d5$0.5 million. The negotiation offer rang
will then become $3.221.5 million and $3.210.5 million, i.e.,
$1.7 million and $3.7 million. If the university further improv
the quality of the drawings, specifications, and construction
tracts, thenq* p* can be reduced, say, to $1.5 million. The ne
tiation offer range would be reduced to $0, $2 million. This re
dramatically discourages the Gamble’s opportunistic bidding
cause the chance for Gamble Construction to become a low
der will be reduced even if Gamble Construction tried to cut
price within $2 million.

Propositions, Decision Rules, and Strategies

Proposition I

Assume thatc, d, a, q(a), andp(a) are non-negative real num
bers and common knowledge, thatq(a) is a decreasing functio
of claim ratio, and that both parties are rational and risk-neutr
q(a)p(a)2c is non-negative, then to negotiate is aweakly domi
nant strategyfor both parties and the negotiation offer will be
less thanq(a)p(a)2c and no greater thanq(a)p(a)1d, where
the weakly dominant strategy is the strategy that is better th
equal to all others.

Proof. Sincel is sunk already, the relevant elements for de
ing to claim or not is the bidder’s expected compensa
q(a)p(a), and litigation opportunity cost,c. Therefore, a rationa
builder will claim if and only if q(a)p(a)2c>0, that is
q(a)p(a)2c is non-negative. If all assumptions above hold, t
builder and the owner will both know the curves ofqp1d and
qp2c, whereqp1d is the loss of the owner, andqp2c is the
payoff of the builder.

Sincec,d are non-negative, we have (qp1d)/C>(qp2c)/C
;a>0. Therefore, for anya>0, there must existgPR such tha
gP$x:(qp1d)/C>xp(a)/C>(qp2c)/C%, wherex is the set o
plausible negotiation offer ratios. Here (qp1d)/C>gp(a)/C
implies that the owner will be better off by offeringgp(a) in
negotiation, andgp(a)/C>(qp2c)/C implies that the builde
will also be better off by accepting the offer in negotiation. A
for any a, if gp(a)/C>(qp1d)/C>(qp2c)/C, then the equi
librium solution is ‘‘sue’’ and the payoffs for both parties a
(qp1d,qp2c), which are weakly dominated by the payoff
negotiation equilibrium solution. Similarly, when (qp1d)/C
>(qp2c)/C>gp(a)/C, the payoffs for both parties are dom
nated by the negotiation equilibrium solution. Therefore, to n
tiate is a weakly dominant strategy for both parties.~End of
proof!

The insight of Proposition I is that ifq(a)p(a)2c is non-
negative, there will be a non-negativesurplus, c1d, shared by
both parties. We will name this surplus the ‘‘negotiation surpl
The negotiation surplus can either be shared by both p
through the negotiation process or be abandoned totally if th

a lawsuit. An interesting question is how this surplus can be di-

JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERIN
vided. The division of the surplus will depend on each pa
negotiation power and risk attitude~Binmore 1992!. The party
that has more negotiation power and is less risk averse wi
more surpluses than the other. Detailed analysis along this p
beyond the scope of this paper but worth further investiga
Levin ~1998! argues that the key to ‘‘a successful project is th
successful resolution of contract disputes without resorting to
gation.’’ He emphasizes the importance of preventing and
dling claims and an effective claims administration program.
analytical model confirms that resolving the claims through n
tiation, instead of litigation, is desired by both parties and
plains why more and more construction projects are utilizing
ADR ~Alternative Dispute Resolution! and the DRB~Dispute Re
view Board! to reduce construction claims and their impacts
projects.

Corollary I

If all assumptions in Proposition I hold and there exists ana*
such thatq(a* )p(a* ) is a non-negative maximum, a ratio
builder will claim ata* and the negotiation offer will be no le
thanq(a* )p(a* )2c and no greater thanq(a* )p(a* )1d, if and
only if q(a* )p(a* )2c is a non-negative maximum ofqp2c.

Proof. According to the profit maximization rationality a
Proposition I, a rational builder will claim ata* if and only if
q(a* )p(a* )2c>0; that is, q(a* )p(a* )2c is a non-negativ
maximum. Furthermore, by Proposition I, the payoff of the cla
ant is no less thanq(a)p(a)2c and no greater thanq(a)p(a)
1d. Therefore the negotiation offer will be no less th
q(a* )p(a* )2c and no greater thanq(a* )p(a* )1d, if and only
if there exists a non-negative maximumq(a* )p(a* )2c. ~End of
proof!

Note that according to Corollary I, the builder’s claim ratio
nothing to do with the amount $l cut by the builder during th
bidding. The builder will follow his profit maximization rationa
ity to decide an optimal claim ratio. As a result, it is possible
the claim ratioa* will exceed the cut down ratiol /C.

One question that might also be raised is why are there
many claim lawsuits in the real world? A plausible reason for
failure of a negotiation solution is that functionsq(a), c, andd
are not actually common knowledge as assumed in this stu
the real worldq(a), c, andd are not common knowledge. Th
may be perceived by each player quite differently. To a degr
player may try to utilize this asymmetry and bluff during
negotiation process. In these cases, theperceived q(a* )p(a* )
1d may not always be greater thanq(a* )p(a* )2c. When
q(a* )p(a* )1d<q(a* )p(a* )2c, the negotiation surplus,c
1d, will no longer exist and the solution will become litigatio
Game theory has further treatment toward this information a
metry; nevertheless, it is beyond the scope of this research

Corollary II

If all assumptions in Proposition I hold, the sign and amountl
and the amount ofd are irrelevant to the builder’s claim or n
claim decision.

Proof. According to Proposition I, onlyq, p, andc determine
the claim decision made by the builder; thusl andd are irrelevan
to the builder’s claim decision.~End of proof!

As Corollary II suggests, the owner should be aware that
though the builder did not lower his bid to win the contract,
is, l 50, if there are potential profits from claiming identified
the builder, the builder will have motives to claim to maxim

his profits.
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Corollary III

If all assumptions in Proposition I hold andq(a* )p(a* )2c is a
non-negative maximum, then the bidding price cut down b
rational opportunistic builder will be no less thanq(a* )p(a* )
2c and no greater thanq(a* )p(a* )1d, i.e., l P@q(a* )p(a* )
2c,q(a* )p(a* )1d#.

Proof. An opportunistic bidder is the one who bids lower th
his minimum profit level and seeks to recover from the fu
claims. From Proposition I and Corollary I, if it is in the builde
interest to claim, that is,q(a* )p(a* )2c is a non-negative max
mum, his expected payoffs will be no less thanq(a* )p(a* )2c
and no greater thanq(a* )p(a* )1d, and so will the bid be cu
down by a rational opportunistic builder. That meanl
P@q(a* )p(a* )2c,q(a* )p(a* )1d#. ~End of proof!

Note that ifq(a* )p(a* )2c is a negativemaximum, the only
solution is ‘‘not claim’’ and the only possible value forl is l 50.
One might think that the builder can hold up the owner to n
tiate by threatening to have a litigation even whenq(a* )p(a* )
2c is negative. The problem of this reasoning is that the thre
a lawsuit is incredible whenq(a* )p(a* )2c is negative becaus
if the owner ignores the threat and chooses to ‘‘not negotiat
rational builder willnot go for a lawsuit.

Note that Corollary III confirms the argument regarding
causes of claims by Rubin et al.~1983!. They argue that typica
harsh contracts used by owners would discourage responsib
ders and attract those opportunistic bidders who expect to re
their profit from claims. The major reason is that responsible
ders will include a higher contingency in their bid when facin
harsh contract, whereas irresponsible bidders will not, and
‘‘judges almost always rule against the party who drew up
ambiguous~or harsh! contract—the owner’’~Rubin et al. 1983!.
According to Corollary III, if harsh or ambiguous contracts
crease the expected compensation ruled by judges,q(a* )p(a* ),
then the magnitude of@q(a* )p(a* )2c,q(a* )p(a* )1d# will be
larger, and then the opportunistic bidders can cut the bid
more freely and have more chances to outbid responsible bid

Corollary III also confirms Adrian’s~1993! analysis on wh
most of the number and dollar amount of construction claim
filed on public construction projects. He argued that since
public funded projects are awarded to the lowest bidder, ‘‘a con-
tractor is less inclined to offend the project owner via the filin
a claim.’’ On the other hand, ‘‘a private construction projec
owner often engages his contractors via an invitational let
and thus can revert to keeping off a future invitation list a c
tractor who files a questionable claim’’ ~Adrian 1993!. Given the
assumption that the builder’s litigation opportunity cost,c, is sig-
nificantly large in private projects but small in public proje
according to Corollary III,q(a* )p(a* )2c will be small in pri-
vate projects but large in public projects, and thus private pro
will discourage opportunistic bidding more effectively than pu
projects. If c is big enough, it is possible thatq(a* )p(a* )2c
becomes negative and there will be no opportunistic bidding
according to Corollary I.

Decision Rules

The proposition and corollaries can be translated into the dec
rules to assist practitioners analyzing a claiming situation
making decisions. Fig. 11 shows the flow chart of the claim
and opportunistic bidding analysis framework and the rule

claims decision making.
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Assumptions
Assume thatc, d, a, q(a), andp(a) are non-negative real num
bers and common knowledge, thatq(a) is a decreasing functio
of claim ratio, and that both parties are rational and risk neu

Rules
1. If the builder’s maximal expected lawsuit compensa

q(a* )p(a* )2c, is negative, then the builder has no inc
tive to bid opportunistically and will not claim.

2. If the builder’s maximal expected lawsuit compensa
q(a* )p(a* )2c, is non-negative, then the builder has inc
tives to bid opportunistically and the builder will claim.

3. If the builder’s maximal expected lawsuit compensa
q(a* )p(a* )2c, is non-negative, the bidding price may
opportunistically cut down by the amountl, where l is no
less thanq(a* )p(a* )2c and no greater thanq(a* )p(a* )
1d, that is,l P@q(a* )p(a* )2c,q(a* )p(a* )1d#.

4. If the builder’s maximal expected lawsuit compensa
q(a* )p(a* )2c, is non-negative, then negotiation gives b
ter payoffs than a lawsuit for the owner and builder and
negotiation offer will be the amountf, where f
P@q(a* )p(a* )2c,q(a* )p(a* )1d#.

Strategies for the Owner and Builder

According to the CDM, proposition, and corollaries, we can
rive the strategies for the owner and builder to avoid opportun
bidding and construction claims.

~1! Owner’s strategies. According to Proposition I and Coro
lary I, the negotiation offer will be within the range
@q(a* )p(a* )2c,q(a* )p(a* )1d#. Therefore, the strategies
discouraging the opportunistic bidding practice are as follows~1!
to reduce the builder’s probability of a winning curve,q(a); ~2!
to increase the builder’s litigation opportunity cost,c, and~3! to
reduce the owner’s litigation opportunity cost,d. Note that the
three strategies have various implications during different pr
phases such as procurement, construction, and claims nego
These implications may lead to, but are not limited to, the fol
ing implementations:
1. Improving the quality of a contract and its implementati

In construction the probability of winning a claim litigati
may depend on the quality of a contract and the implem
tation of the contract. A contract includes all documenta

Fig. 11. Flow chart of claims decision analysis
specifications, and drawings. A high quality contract will

© ASCE / JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2004
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prevent the builder from finding ‘‘excuses’’ or ‘‘evidence
that are against the owner in a claim litigation. In ot
words,q(a* )p(a* ) can be reduced because of higher c
tract quality and the contract’s implementation. As a re
the values ofq(a* )p(a* )2c and q(a* )p(a* )1d will be
reduced, and then according to Corollaries I and III, the
portunistic bidding behavior will be discouraged andl will
be reduced.

2. Being aware of the claims from non-opportunistic bidd
An important discovery is that even if a low bidder is not
opportunist, the owner is still exposed to the builder’s po
tial future claiming actions due to the builder’s profit ma
mization rationality. According to Corollary I, the build
will have incentives to claim ifq(a* )p(a* )2c is positive
andq(a* )p(a* )1d is sufficiently large, even when he d
not cut his bid price opportunistically. In this case, the ow
may lose even more than facing an opportunistic bidde
cause the owner did not gain the benefit from the bidd
price cut in the first place.

3. Being well prepared for any claims, possible litigation,
their impacts. The owner should be well prepared in adv
for any possible claims and litigation. For example,
owner should hire an ‘‘excellent’’ legal advisor to redu
q(a* )p(a* ). The owner should also prepare backup p
to reduce the loss from the contractor’s delaying work du
litigation or negotiation, i.e., to reduced. Furthermore, a
work done by the owner should be clearly demonstrate
the builder before and after the bidding so that bidders w
acknowledge the fact thatq(a* )p(a* ) andd are small.

4. Changing the project procurement/contracting schem
focus on the long-term relationship and bidders’ past pe
mance. To change the procurement scheme to focus o
long-term relationship and bidders’ past performance,
as design-build and NEC~New Engineering Contract!, will
increase the builder’s litigation opportunity cost,c, if a
builder chooses to file a claim. According to Corollary
such a change can help the owner discourage the oppor
tic bidding and also reduce the owner’s possible loss.

~2! Builder’s strategy. According to Proposition I and Coro
lary I, the strategies for maximizing the bidder’s payoff in
claim situations are as follows:~1! to increase the builder’s pro
ability of a winning curve,q(a), ~2! to increase the owner
litigation opportunity cost,d, and~3! to reduce the builder’s lit
gation opportunity cost,c. Note that these strategies also h
various implications during different project phases. These im
cations may also lead to, but are not limited to, the follow
implementations for the builder.
1. Follow the specifications closely and keep good docum

tion. As the owner strives to improve contract quality,
builder should follow the contract and specifications v
closely, find out the deficiency of the contract, and keep g
documentation. By doing so,q(a* )p(a* ) will be increased
so that the builder could receive a higher offer from nego
tion.

2. Be aware that the litigation opportunity cost is more than
direct litigation cost. The builder should understand that
portunity cost also includes indirect litigation costs, suc
schedule interruption, idle labor, damaged reputation,
contractor-owner relationships.

3. Be prepared for any claims, lawsuits, and their impact
contract cannot specify every detailex anteor in advance
There must be some inevitable ambiguities or deficienci

the contract. The builder should be well prepared for the

JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERIN
need to recover the damage or loss caused by the con
deficiencies no matter what partnering scheme is app
The builder should have good legal counselors to incr
q(a* )p(a* ), and have back up plans to reducec. During the
claim and negotiation process, it is also very importan
demonstrate these efforts to the owner.

4. Improve the builder’s productivity and cost structure. Op
tunistic builders with low productivity or high cost structu
can make profit only when owners are not well prepared
opportunistic behavior. Whereas opportunistic bidding
comes common in practice, experienced owners will l
how to discourage opportunistic bidding behavior, an
reduce their loss caused by claims. The best way fo
builder to make a long-term profit is to strengthen himse
improving the builder’s competitive advantages instea
bidding opportunistically.

Conclusions

Claims and disputes have become burdens to the constr
industry because of intensive competition. We recognize
there are many parts to the equation of a construction claim.
paper is an attempt to present a model that provides a step-b
approach to analyzing decisions and strategies in constru
claims. The Claims Decision Model may help owners, con
tors, and legal consultants to analyze construction claims sy
atically and rationally. With a theoretical foundation, this mo
helps various parties in a claim to understand and analyze
positions and decisions, so that both parties can combine the
of information with the assessments from the experts invo
Game theory is used as an analytical framework to deriv
economic model. We found the conditions where opportun
bidding is encouraged, showed that to ‘‘negotiate’’ was the N
equilibrium in a construction claim, and derived the poss
range of a negotiation settlement. Decision rules and strategi
the owner and builder are proposed according to the model

It is our sincere hope that all construction projects will
executed without claims. However, if claims are inevitable,
model can serve as a template to analyze a claim situatio
help to bring quick solutions to an interruptive event. This m
may provide project participants a systematic way of analy
claims from the perspectives of both owners and builders
answer the critical questions of why, how, how much, and wh
do.

The writers believe that some abstractions and assumptio
this paper are necessary. Readers are encouraged to exte
model, or relax some of our assumptions to study the claim
sion process more realistically. With further research, we env
that this model can be extended to analyze many other imp
issues, such as design-build contract negotiation, dispute r
tion, contractor-labor bargaining, and transaction negotiation
tween project participants.

Notation

The following symbols are used in this paper:
a 5 the claim ratio, the amount claimed by the builder

divided by the project’s costs;
a* 5 the optimal claim ratio;
C 5 the total costs of the project;

c 5 the builder’s litigation opportunity cost;
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d 5 the owner’s litigation opportunity cost;
f 5 the negotiation offer amount;
g 5 the negotiation offer ratio;
l 5 the profit cut down by the builder during the

bidding;
p 5 the amount claimed by the builder;

p(a) 5 p expressed as a function ofa;
q 5 the builder’s probability of winning the lawsuit; and

q(a) 5 q expressed as a function ofa.
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